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The best study guide for emergency medicine board
exams! This rapid, comprehensive review of
emergency medicine succinctly covers all the
information needed for emergency medicine board
exam success or as a clinical refresher. Featuring a
bulleted format, this valuable guide includes only the
most important facts as well as test-taking tips and
strategies. Referenced to the new edition Tintinalli’s
Emergency Medicine, 6/e. ENDORSED BY THE
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF EMERGENCY
PHYSICIANS
This wall hanging has a lovely naive folk-art quality.
The scene, in fresh spring colors, is filled with birds
flitting about and perched in the trees, with flowers
and grasses embroidered beneath them. The
techniques used include freezer paper applique,
making appliqued stems for branches, easy machine
stitching and quilting and some fun hand embroidery
using thread and silk ribbon.
"From 1967, up until his death, Eduardo Paolozzi
was involved with the innovative British literary
magazine Ambit, using its pages as a space for
some of his most experimental and innovative
creations, pushing at the boundary between text and
image. Collages, visual essays and fragments from
novels, drawing on pop culture images from
newspapers, magazines and advertisements.
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Reprinted in their entirety for the first time, Paolozzi's
works for Ambit tackle the war in Vietnam, the
acceleration of Japanese technology, and the
utopias of mass advertising. The Jet Age
Compendium reproduces the Paolozzi pages from
Ambit along with magazine covers, poems and
advertisements that originally appeared alongside
the artist's work. The book is housed in a day-glo
pink sleeve that also contains an essay written by
David Brittain which puts Paolozzi's work for the
magazine into context"-- Publisher's website.
This 1999 Julia Child Cookbook Award winner
features more than 140 kitchen-tested recipes with
nutritional information and tips for healthy cooking
and healthy eating.
Between 1660 and 1820, Great Britain experienced
significant structural transformations in class,
politics, economy, print, and writing that produced
new and varied spaces and with them, new and
reconfigured concepts of gender. In mapping the
relationship between gender and space in British
literature of the period, this collection defines, charts,
and explores new cartographies, both geographic
and figurative. The contributors take up a variety of
genres and discursive frameworks from this period,
including poetry, the early novel, letters, and
laboratory notebooks written by authors ranging from
Aphra Behn, Hortense Mancini, and Isaac Newton to
Frances Burney and Germaine de Staël. Arranged in
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three groups, Inside, Outside, and Borderlands, the
essays conduct targeted literary analysis and
explore the changing relationship between gender
and different kinds of spaces in the long eighteenth
century. In addition, a set of essays on Charlotte
Smith’s novels and a set of essays on natural
philosophy offer case studies for exploring issues of
gender and space within larger fields, such as an
author’s oeuvre or a particular discourse. Taken
together, the essays demonstrate space’s agency
as a complement to historical change as they
explore how literature delineates the gendered
redefinition, occupation, negotiation, inscription, and
creation of new spaces, crucially contributing to the
construction of new cartographies in eighteenth- and
early nineteenth-century England.
An intimate, award winning story of immigrants and
their families, the borders they cross, and the ties
that bind us all together. Fourteen-year-old Clara
Luna's name means "clear moon" in Spanish. But
lately, her life has felt anything but clear. A letter has
arrived from her grandparents in Mexico inviting her
to stay with them for the summer. But Clara has
never met her father's parents. All she knows is that
he snuck over the border from Mexico as a teenager.
When she arrives, she's stunned by how different
her grandparents' life is from her own in the United
States. They live in simple shacks in the mountains
of southern Mexico, where most people speak not
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only Spanish, but an indigenous language, Mixteco.
Their village of Yucuyoo holds other surprises,
too—like the spirit waterfall, which is heard but never
seen. And Pedro, a young goatherder who wants to
help Clara find the waterfall. But as Clara discovers
more about where she comes from, what will it mean
for who she is now? What The Moon Saw is an
enchanting story of family, home, and discovering
your true self in the most unexpected place. "Filled
with evocative language that is rich in imagery and
nuance and speaks to the connections that bind us
all. . . . a thrilling adventure . . ."—Kirkus Reviews,
Starred "Readers . . . will find themselves swept up
in this powerful, magical story, and they’ll feel, along
with Clara, ‘the spiderweb’s threads, connecting me
to people miles and years away’."—Booklist, Starred
In the 1960s Donald Barthelme came to prominence
as the leader of the Postmodern movement. He was
a fixture at the New Yorker, publishing more than
100 short stories, including such masterpieces as
"Me and Miss Mandible," the tale of a thirty-five-yearold sent to elementary school by clerical error, and
"A Shower of Gold," in which a sculptor agrees to
appear on the existentialist game show Who Am I?
He had a dynamic relationship with his father that
influenced much of his fiction. He worked as an
editor, a designer, a curator, a news reporter, and a
teacher. He was at the forefront of literary Greenwich
Village which saw him develop lasting friendships
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with Thomas Pynchon, Kurt Vonnegut, Tom Wolfe,
Grace Paley, and Norman Mailer. Married four times,
he had a volatile private life. He died of cancer in
1989. The recipient of many prestigious literary
awards, he is best remembered for the classic
novels Snow White, The Dead Father, and many
short stories, all of which remain in print today.
Hiding Man is the first biography of Donald
Barthelme, and it is nothing short of a masterpiece.
Flit across the classroom walls. Soon enough we are drawn
into Reeny's remarkable dance of self-revelation and
celebration, and into the literary turn it takes when Reeny
discovers a kindred spirit in Leo Lionni - a writer of books and
teller of tales. Led by Reeny, Paley takes us on a tour through
the landscape of characters created by Lionni. These
characters come to dominate a whole year of discussion and
debate as the children argue the virtues and weaknesses of.
Cider with Roadies is the true story of a boy's obsessive
relationship with pop. A life lived through music from Stuart's
audience with the Beatles (aged 3); his confessions as a
pubescent prog rocker; a youthful gymnastic dalliance with
northern soul; the radical effects of punk on his politics,
homework and trouser dimensions; playing in crap bands and
failing to impress girls; writing for the NME by accident; living
the sex, drugs (chiefly lager in a plastic glass) and rock and
roll lifestyle; discovering the tawdry truth behind the glamour
and knowing when to ditch it all for what really matters. From
Stuart's four minutes in a leisure centre with MC Hammer to
four days in a small van with Napalm Death it's a life-affirming
journey through the land where ordinary life and pop come
together to make music.
What's the price of sin? Human Paige Sloan once loved
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werewolf Drake Wyler more than life, but then that life was
taken away from her. Attacked by vampires, Paige was bitten,
and, on a cold, dark night, the life she'd known ended. She
was reborn as a vampire--a werewolf's deadliest enemy.
Paige ran from the vampires who attacked her, and she ran
away from her lover. She didn't want Drake to know what
she'd become, and she didn't want to face the fury of his
pack. But a girl can only run for so long until the past catches
up with her. Some sins mark your soul. When Paige learns
that Drake is being targeted for death, she knows that she
can't hide in the shadows any longer. She has to return to
him, and she will do anything--anything--in order to make sure
that he keeps living. The vampires might have destroyed her
chance to live and love Drake, but they won't take him. Not
over her undead body. She'll slay them all...and maybe, just
maybe...she'll even have the chance to sin--one more
time--with the werewolf who'd marked her as his mate. Some
sins are worth dying for... Word Count: 22,000 words This is a
sexy paranormal novella. As such, it contains hot vampires,
sexy werewolves, graphic language, and adult good times.
Consider yourself warned. BOUND IN SIN is also available in
the FOREVER BOUND anthology that is on sale for $2.99.
FOREVER BOUND includes all four BOUND novellas:
BOUND BY BLOOD, BOUND IN DARKNESS, BOUND IN
SIN, and BOUND BY THE NIGHT.
If you can’t get enough of The Great Gatsby, then this is one
book you will not want to miss. This companion is a bundle of
several of BookCaps™ bestselling books. It includes a short
biography of F. Scott Fitzgerald, a look into the marriage of F.
Scott and Zelda, a study guide to the novel, and teacher
lesson plans. BookCap Study Guides do not contain text from
the actual book, and are not meant to be purchased as
alternatives to reading the book. This study guide is an
unofficial companion and not endorsed by the author or
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publisher of the book.
The March 2018 British National Formulary (BNF 75) is your
essential reference book for prescribing, dispensing, and
administering medicines.
The definitive manual on judging and running the modern drill
competition (civilian, JROTC, ROTC and service Honor
Guards) at all levels. Taking you through the modern judging
process, the reader is exposed to the world of judging the
pageantry arts in the four visual captions. A must for all
Drillers, instructors and judges.
The CDA book provides clear and easy to use guidance to
implement the standard, with numerous examples covering
many of the nuances of the standard. Readers can learn not
only how to implement healthcare IT using the CDA standard,
but to "speak" in the language of the standard, and to
understand its idioms.

Warrior Goddess Training Workbook supports women on
their journey with deeper discussions of each lesson
featured in Warrior Goddess Training plus supplemental
lessons, exercises and stories. Warrrior Goddess
Training was a book that taught women to see
themselves as perfect just the way they are, to resist
society's insistence that they seek value, wholeness and
love through something outside themselves, such as a
husband, children, boyfriend, career or a spiritual path. In
her work, Amara challenges women to be warrior
goddesses, to be women who: • Venture out to find
themselves • Combat fear and doubt • Reclaim their
power and vibrancy • Demonstrate their strength of
compassion and fierce love This is a great companion to
Warrior Goddess Training. It is for anyone who wants to
explore and practice the principles found in the first book
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more deeply.
Here is 100% of what you need to develop killer
Windows applications that fully exploit the hot new
features of the Internet-savvy Windows 98 operating
system. The CD-ROM includes all sample code and
applications, as well as third-party tools.
Wellbeing in Later Life uses the latest research from a
variety of disciplines to address and correct common
myths and misconceptions about aging. Covers topics
ranging from biological mechanisms that affect aging to
lifestyle, attitudes, and social factors Examines the
challenges of humanity’s increasing life expectancy and
includes recommendations for maintaining and
enhancing wellbeing in later life Makes meaningful
connections between research and practice to link
aspects of aging which have previously been considered
separate Part of the six-volume Wellbeing: A Complete
Reference Guide, which brings together leading research
from across the social sciences
Whether it's John Deere, International Harvester or
AGCO, Warman's Farm Toys Field Guide satisfies
collectors' need to reliable details, in a portable format.
This brilliantly illustrated guide delivers more than 500
color photos of powerful machines in small-scale
splendor. Inside this toy show companion collectors will
discover: &break;&break;Collector values for farm toys
made in the early 1900s through the 1990s which make
buying and selling in the 5,000+ active online auctions
easier &break;&break;Detailed and concise listings
provide quick and accurate identification
&break;&break;Reliable expert information based on the
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successful big book, Standard Catalog of Farm Toys,
2nd Edition, with nearly $100,000 in sales
&break;&break;This book is a smart investment for fans
of farm toys and experienced collectors and an
affordable gift display along with your favorite farm toys.
Clever solutions to specific interior-design problems and
more than two hundred specific room schemes are
supplemented by more than eleven hundred finish,
flooring, and fabric samples
Can drinking coffee help people live longer? What makes
a stock’s price go up? Why did you get the flu? Causal
questions like these arise on a regular basis, but most
people likely have not thought deeply about how to
answer them. This book helps you think about causality
in a structured way: What is a cause, what are causes
good for, and what is compelling evidence of causality?
Author Samantha Kleinberg shows you how to develop a
set of tools for thinking more critically about causes.
You’ll learn how to question claims, identify causes,
make decisions based on causal information, and verify
causes through further tests. Whether it’s figuring out
what data you need, or understanding that the way you
collect and prepare data affects the conclusions you can
draw from it, Why will help you sharpen your causal
inference skills.
Endorsed by WJEC and written by experienced
examiners David Burtenshaw and Sue Warn, this WJEC
A2 Geography Student Unit Guide is the essential study
companion for Unit G4: Sustainability.This full-colour
book includes all you need to know to prepare for your
unit exam: clear guidance on the content of the unit, with
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topic summaries, knowledge check questions and a
quick-reference index exam advice throughout, so you
will know what to expect in the exam and will be able to
demonstrate the skills required exam-style questions,
with graded student responses, so you can see clearly
what is required to get a better grade
Winner of the COVR Award for Book of the Year (2007) From
the #1 creativity publisher in the country comes our latest
creativity bestseller—Creative Journal Writing—the ultimate
book for those who are looking to use this powerful tool to
heal, expand, and transform their lives. In this exceptionally
positive and encouraging book, Stephanie Dowrick frees the
journal writer she believes is in virtually everyone, showing
through stories and examples that a genuine sense of
possibility can be revived on every page. Creative journal
writing goes way beyond just recording events on paper. It
can be the companion that supports but doesn?t judge, a
place of unparalleled discovery, and a creative playground
where the everyday rules no longer count. Proven benefits of
journal writing include reduced stress and anxiety, increased
self-awareness, sharpened mental skills, genuine
psychological insight, creative inspiration and motivation,
strengthened ability to cope during difficult times, and overall
physical and emotional well-being. Combining a rich choice of
ideas with wonderful stories, quotes, and her refreshingly
intimate thoughts gained through a lifetime of writing,
Dowrick?s insights and confidence make journal writing
irresistible?and your own life more enchanting. Included in
Creative Journal Writing are: u stories of how people have
used journal writing to transform their lives; · inspirational
instructions, guidelines, and quotes; · key principles, practical
suggestions, and helpful hints; · 125 starter topics, designed
to help even the most reluctant journal writer; · more than
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forty powerful exercises; · and much more!
Three teenage girls share their stories about life as students,
as young women with disabilities, and as minorities in a maledominated special education school culture.
In considering how scientists persuade colleagues to cross
the disciplinary divide, this text examines three scientific
monographs in their historical contexts: Dodzhansky's
Genetics and the Origin of Species (1937); Schrodinger's
What is Life? (1944); and Wilson's Consilience (1998).
In Strategic Management: Theory and Practice, Fourth
Edition, John A. Parnell leads readers through detailed,
accessible coverage of the strategic management field.
Concise and easy to understand chapters address concepts
sequentially, from external and internal analysis to strategy
formulation, strategy execution, and strategic control. Rather
than relegating case analysis to a chapter at the end of the
book, Parnell aligns each chapter's key concepts with 25
case analysis steps. Current examples and high interest realtime cases, largely drawn from The Wall Street Journal and
Financial Times, illustrate the key role of strategic
management in the United States and around the world.
Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Command-Line Interface
shows how to use Enterprise Manager’s powerful scripting
language to automate your database administration work and
save time by scripting routine tasks, and then executing those
scripts across collections of databases and instances in your
environment. This book is chock full of ready-made scripting
examples contributed by the authors and leading members of
the community. For example, you'll find scripts and examples
of commands to: Remove an Enterprise Manager agent and
its related targets Quickly create administrator accounts that
are fully-configured with pre-expired passwords and all
needed roles Invoke batch files to execute sequences of
related commands with consistency against multiple targets
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Batch create large groups of user logins with a single
command and more! The Enterprise Manager Command Line
Interface (EM CLI) is the administrator's key to unlocking the
power of Enterprise Manager 12c (EM12c) with scalability,
repeatability, and confidence. In previous versions, most
administrators ventured into the command-line interface only
with the assistance of Oracle Support. But now there are
many features in EM12c that are accessible only from the
command-line. This is far from a disadvantage! Enterprise
Manager is now a powerful tool for automation in the hands of
a skilled database administrator. Enterprise Manager scripting
offers potential for all administrators who manage Oracle’s
enterprise-level products in their environment. You can
automate from the smallest, single-instance configuration all
the way up to a broadly distributed enterprise-level rollout
having database instances strewn across broad geographical
distributions. The power of the EM CLI returns the
administrator to the golden age, where the entire
environment, from database to application to infrastructure,
can often be managed from this powerful command line tool
secured by the robust Enterprise Manager framework. Brings
a golden-age of automation to Oracle Database
administrators Provides ready-made scripts contributed by
leading members of the community Covers advanced
techniques involving Jython and Python
How is it that recipients of white privilege deny the role they
play in reproducing racial inequality? Racing for Innocence
addresses this question by examining the backlash against
affirmative action in the late 1980s and early 1990s—just as
courts, universities, and other institutions began to end
affirmative action programs. This book recounts the stories of
elite legal professionals at a large corporation with a federally
mandated affirmative action program, as well as the cultural
narratives about race, gender, and power in the news media
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and Hollywood films. Though most white men denied
accountability for any racism in the workplace, they recounted
ways in which they resisted—whether wittingly or not—
incorporating people of color or white women into their
workplace lives. Drawing on three different
approaches—ethnography, narrative analysis, and fiction—to
conceptualize the complexities and ambiguities of race and
gender in contemporary America, this book makes an
innovative pedagogical tool.
A lively account of fluoridation and its discontents Since its
first implementation in Grand Rapids, Michigan, in 1945,
public drinking water fluoridation and its attendant conflicts,
controversies, and conspiracy theories serve as an object
lesson in American science, public health, and policymaking.
In addition to the arguments on the issue still raging today,
the tale of fluoridation and its discontents also resonates with
such present concerns as genetically modified foods, global
warming response, nuclear power, and environmental
regulation. Offering the best current thinking on the issue,
The Fluoride Wars presents a witty and detailed social history
of the fluoridation debate in America, illuminating the
intersection of science and politics in our recent past. This
reader-friendly assessment explores the pro- and antifluoridation movements, key players, and important events.
Full of amusing and vivid anecdotes and examples, this
accessible recounting includes: A careful and noncondescending look at the hard science, popular science,
pseudo-science, and junk science involved A look at fluoride
issues including dosage, cost, financial and funding interests,
fluorosis, and problems of risk-cost-benefit analysis The backand-forth drama between pro- and anti-fluoridation factions,
with all its claims, counterclaims, insults, acrimony, and
lawsuits Case studies of various cities and their experiences
with municipal water fluoridation initiatives Fluorophobia and
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popular conspiracy theories involving fluoride The colorful
characters in the debate including activists, scientists,
magicians, and politicians A richly and considerately told tale
of American science and public life, The Fluoride Wars offers
an engrossing history to both interested general readers and
specialists in public health, dentistry, policymaking, and
related fields.

A compilation of the authors' three separately-published
volumes presenting insights into the spiritual lives of
professional football, basketball and baseball athletes.
Both a finely crafted mystery and a disturbingly honest
depiction of the kinship between love and madness, The
Brimstone Wedding tells an unsettling story about the
power and the poison of love. A gracious, dignified
woman, who's dying in an English nursing home, reveals
the secrets of her erotic past to her young caretaker.
Newbery Medal winner Sharon Creech crafts a truly
endearing story, one that is imbued with happiness,
wonder, and an appreciation for all the little things that
make life big. With beautiful, fresh new cover art, this is a
gem of a book. In the winding stone tower of the Casa
Rosa, in a quiet little village in the Swiss Alps, lives one
very unlikely angel—one that is still awaiting her
instructions from the angel-training center. What
happens to an angel who doesn't know her mission? She
floats and swishes from high above, watching the crazy
things that "peoples" say and do. But when a zany
American girl named Zola arrives in town and invades
the Casa Rosa, dogs start arfing, figs start flying through
the air, lost orphans wander in, and the village becomes
anything but quiet. And as Zola and the angel work
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together to rescue the orphans, they each begin to
realize their purpose and learn that there is magic in the
most ordinary acts of kindness.
This trusted practitioner guide and course text helps K-8
teachers utilize assessment as an integral component of
classroom instruction. It guides teachers step by step to
recognize good reader behaviors, assess students'
strengths and weaknesses, and make evidence-based
instructional decisions. Formal and informal measures
are discussed for evaluating specific components of
literacy, with a focus on the Common Core State
Standards (CCSS). Every chapter features activities for
developing understanding; in-depth practice exercises
are provided in several appendices. Helpful reproducible
tools can be photocopied from the book or downloaded
and printed in a convenient 8 1/2" x 11" size. New to This
Edition *Chapter on major current initiatives: the CCSS
and response to intervention. *Extensive CCSS content
woven throughout the book. *Expanded coverage of
vocabulary assessment, now in its own chapter.
*Checklists to guide the selection of high-quality
published instruments.
Complete how-to-guidance on the evaluation and
treatment of endocrine disorders in children "Edited and
written by eminent pediatric endocrinologists, this is at
present the best book for fellows in training and
pediatricians in practice. It comprises in 11 chapters a
concise treatise of pediatric endocrine diseases, well
written, easy readable, helped by titles and headings in
color. Highly illustrated in color and with up-to-date
references, it is highly recommended."--Pediatric
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Endocrinology Reviews 4 STAR DOODY'S REVIEW!
"This is a truly useful book for all physicians who care for
young patients with endocrine disorders....In creating a
how-to guide while breaking down the molecular
mechanisms of endocrine diseases, it fills a gap in
currently available pediatric endocrinology
literature....This excellent book makes it possible for
busy first-year endocrinology fellows to gain a broad
understanding of the pertinent topics in this
field."--Doody's Review Service Pediatric Practice:
Endocrinology is an outstanding clinical analysis and
decision-making tool for those treating endocrine
problems in children. Featuring an innovative problemoriented approach, this well-illustrated, full-color guide
skillfully integrates pathophysiology with clinical
management. Numerous figures illustrate the principles
of normal and abnormal physiology and treatment
rationale and effects. No other resource offers this
concise yet comprehensive review of current knowledge,
links these concepts with analysis of clinical situations,
and provides such practical recommendations for
rational and efficient evaluation and treatment of children
with endocrine disorders. Pediatric Practice:
Endocrinology opens with an introductory chapter that
clarifies the link between genetics, cell biology, and
physiology with pathophysiology to provide a clear
overview of the endocrine system. Subsequent chapters
cover disorders of growth, water metabolism, thyroid and
adrenal glands, bone and mineral metabolism, puberty,
sex development, obesity, diabetes, and hypoglycemia.
Throughout the book emphasis is placed on care of the
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patient, with the goal of optimizing care and improving
the medical management and outcomes for these
patients. More than 300 full-color images, figures, and
tables enhance the presentation. Features of the
Pediatric Practice Series: Tips that tell you what you
must know--and what you must do--at every stage of
care Diagnostic and treatment algorithms "When to
Refer" boxes examine all the relevant clinical
considerations Diagnostic Tests--with a realistic
emphasis on the right tests to order Medical Treatment
coverage that includes drugs, dosages, and
administration in an easy-to-read tabular format
Convenient icons and a consistent chapter design
Numerous clinical color photos and didactic diagrams
Bring your learning to life with compelling images, media
and text from National Geographic. NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC LEARNING READER: TRAVEL AND
TOURISM w/PAC eBOOK will help you develop a
clearer understanding of the world around you through
engaging content. This reader is designed to be used in
combination with several core texts in hospitality, travel
and tourism. Used as a supplement with two strong
brands of National Geographic and Delmar Learning, this
reader will bring relevancy, and first-hand accounts from
countries around the world. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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